In a letter directed to yourself, reflect on your priorities, values, actions and attitudes at this point in your life. Your letter should be at least 500 words double spaced using 12-point font and one-inch margins. Please use the prompts below to guide your letter. The letter should be written as if you are going to send your self the letter, for example; Dear John Smith, ....

- Explain to your future self what your values and priorities are.
- What are your goals, hopes, and fears?
- Who are the important people in your life?
- What does it mean to be a member of the Coastal Carolina University Community to you?
- How do the answers to the above prompts impact the way in which you make decisions?
- Are there any incidents that cause you feelings of regret?
- What kind of legacy do you want to leave at CCU? Do you feel you are on that path?
- Are you proud of yourself? Why or why not?